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HVLS FANS

THREE-DIMENSIONAL FAUCET

AMATech Corp has
introduced high volume
low speed (HVLS) fans,
which according to the
company helps “activate”
and “accelerate” air
convection to “improve”
humid and sultry
environment in large
public areas such as
railway and metro stations,
factories and warehouses.
Its features a PMSM rareearth “strong” magnetic
synchronous motor for
achieving a longer life
span and energy-saving.

ARK has developed new
Qube range that offers
a unique experience of
three-dimensional life. This
beautifully crafted range
has precise and smooth
cavities that delivers
a foamy, anti-splash
discharge. Very impressive
in looks, Qube offers a
consistent and dynamic
flow. It sits perfectly on
sinks and basins, adding
richness to interior
decor with its geometric
splendour.

Website: www.wowtaiwan.org
Email: tonylee@cdri.org.tw
sourcinghardware.net

Tel: 0172 437 8800
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SHOWERHEAD

SMART WATER HEATER

VitrA, owned by Turkish
Eczacıbaşı, has introduced
a new showerhead
Cascata. According to the
company, the Cascata
showerhead replicates
a natural waterfall
experience, reaching every
part of the body. It further
states that the product
adds beauty and serenity
to the bath to create the
look, feel and sound of
a naturally cascading
waterfall.

Usha has launched the
Aquerra and Aquerra
DG water heaters. The
Aquerra DG is a smart
water heater that features
a digital temperature
setting display, and an
anti-bacterial function set
at 80-degrees to “ensure”
a safe, efficient, and
“enjoyable” experience, the
company said in a press
release. The BEE 5-star
rated product is equipped
with earth-leakage circuit
breaker (ELCB) that
protects against electric
shocks and leakages.

Tel: 1800 123 1134

Tel: 1800 1033 111

sourcinghardware.net
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Atmanirbhar Bharat 3.0 will spur Construction Activity:
Tata Projects’ Vinayak Deshpande

Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman’s stimulus measures
will provide a spur to economic
activity, especially across the
construction and infrastructure
sector. The newly-announced
measures such as replacing
EMD with bid security
declaration will provide relief to
contractors since it shall lower
locked-up capital and reduce cost of bank guarantee,
Vinayak Deshpande, managing director, Tata Projects
Ltd has said.
“The new production-linked incentive scheme for
ten key sectors will lead to enhanced manufacturing
activity in India, thereby augmenting the need for the
creation of new and expanded manufacturing facilities.
With `18,000 crore to be provided over and above the
budget announcement to help 1.2 million houses be
grounded and 1.8 million houses are completed – it
will provide an impetus to the construction sector and
allied industries involved in construction materials.”
The `6,000 crore equity infusion to be done in the
NIIF debt platform for funding infrastructure is another
“positive” step.”

sourcinghardware.net
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Magicbricks Launches Rental Solutions
In a bid to widen its property
services marketplace and
consolidate smart solutions for
homeowners as well as tenants,
property site Magicbricks has
launched a range of rental
solutions. The company has
unveiled its Rental Agreement,
Tenant Verification, and Pay
Rent.
The new rental products, it said, are aimed at
building a “fair” and “transparent” relationship
between landlords and tenants. Its Tenant Verification
and Rental Agreement services can be availed at a
starting price of `499. Tenants can also use the Pay
Rent platform to transfer rent up to `45,000 to their
landlords using credit cards and earn reward points.
The company’s latest move comes after launching its
home sanitisation and pest control and home loans.
“We are consistently trying to come up with new
value propositions aimed at helping our consumers
in a tech-driven marketplace. Our new rental
products like Pay Rent, Tenant Verification, and Rental
Agreement are in line with our promise of creating a
holistic property services marketplace that provides
landlords and tenants with a seamless experience,”
Sudhir Pai, CEO, Magicbricks, said in a press release.

sourcinghardware.net
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Varmora Granito to Invest around `300 crore
for Two Plants

Tile and bathware company
Varmora Granito Pvt Ltd has
said that it will set up two
“state-of-the-art” plants at
Morbi in Gujarat. The company
is planning to invest around
`300 crore in the 35,000-sqm
per day facility for the large
format GVT tiles and expects
the plants to operationalise by
April next year. It has set a target of `1,600 crore in
revenue in the next 2-3 years, the company said in a
press statement.
“Trusted for reliability, innovation, quality
consciousness, design and technology, Varmora has
created a strong brand identity for itself, which is well
recognised globally. The company looks to strengthen
its identity as the leader in the Indian ceramic industry
by consistently introducing innovative and valueadded products in the market to keep pace with its
customers. The proposed expansion will help us to
meet the growing demand from the export market
as well as serve the domestic markets better. The
company is also expecting a double-digit growth
in the sales in current financial year anticipating a
“robust” demand from the export market,” Bhavesh
Varmora, chairman, Varmora Group said.
sourcinghardware.net
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Johnson Pedder Records 100% Rebound Rate despite
Covid-19 Implications

Affordable bath solutions major
Johnson Pedder, a brand
owned by Roca Group, has
registered a 100% rebound
rate despite limitations set by
Covid-19 and the subsequent
lockdown. The company has
attributed the growth to its
hygiene-focused product
expansion as well as digital
initiatives for customers.
“It has been a surreal experience for us to take
Johnson Pedder brand to new heights. The brand
has already, in July registered a 100% rebound rate
despite all the limitations that were set by Covid-19
and the subsequent lockdown, a first for a brand in
this segment. This performance can be accredited to
our consumer-driven approach, whether it is launching
hygiene-focused products or connecting with our
consumers over multiple digital platforms to keep
them updated and engaged. Already the brand has
established itself very well in the South and North
market and we plan to aggressively expand our
presence across the East and West regions as well,” K
E Ranganathan, MD, Johnson Pedder said in a press
release.
sourcinghardware.net
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Lixil-UNICEF Releases Make a Splash! Report on
Sustainable Sanitation Market

Water and housing major Lixil
released ‘Make a Splash!’
report in partnership with
UNICEF on World Toilet Day.
The company said that the
report highlights joint efforts
to end open defecation and
provide access to clean and
safe toilets in Ethiopia, Kenya
and Tanzania.
“We believe ‘Make A Splash!’ partnership between
Lixil and UNICEF is the right partnership at the right
time to help tackle the issue of global sanitation and
hygiene. We are proud to be entering the third year of
the ‘Make A Splash!’ partnership, and in response to
the Covid-19 emergency has expanded the scope to
include activities in handwashing and sanitation,” said
Jin Montesano, director, chief people officer at Lixil
Group Corporation.
Charlotte Petri Gornitzka, deputy executive director
for partnerships at UNICEF said, “This partnership is a
good example of UNICEF’s vision for partnerships with
business – it builds on respective strengths to deliver
a shared ambition of transformational change for
children.”

sourcinghardware.net
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AO Smith India Launches ProPlanet
Water Purifiers

Water heating and treatment
major AO Smith India
Water Products Pvt Ltd has
announced the addition of
the ‘ProPlanet’ series, the
country’s maiden 5-star-rated
water purifiers in terms of
water savings, the company
said in a press release. The
ProPlanet water purifiers
are equipped with reverse osmosis (RO) and Silver
Charged Membrane Technology (SCMT) that provides
100% RO-purified, baby-safe water, using an 8-stage
purification process, it added. The company is a
subsidiary American AO Smith Corporation.
“AO Smith has been gaining the trust of consumers
ever since we entered the water purifier category. AO
Smith has always been a premium brand with style,
quality and technology being its hallmarks. Today’s
consumers have a greater inclination for advanced
purification technologies
when it comes to drinking
Also Read
water and this has resulted
in increased demand for
AO Smith Launches
such water purifiers in the
MiniBot Instant Water
country,” the company’s
Heater Category
MD Parag Kulkarni said.
sourcinghardware.net
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Greenlam Laminates, Compacts now are Proven Effective
against SARS-CoV-2: MD & CEO Saurabh Mittal

Laminate major Greenlam
Industries Ltd has announced
that its laminates and compacts
will now offer surfaces resistant
to SARS-CoV-2. According to
the company, its products are
proven effective against SARSCoV-2, the virus that causes
Covid-19, with 99% efficacy
within 30 minutes of exposure
to the laminate surface and completely eliminates in
45 minutes and beyond, as per test was conducted by
the Ministry of Science & technology.
“Greenlam has been producing laminates and
compacts with antivirus, antibacterial, and antifungal
properties, and with this new achievement, Greenlam
will be able to offer laminates and compacts resistant
to SARS-CoV-2. This makes Greenlam, the World’s first
laminate brand proven effective against SARS-CoV-2,”
the company’s MD & CEO Saurabh Mittal said in a
press release.
In another development, the company has pledged
to contribute `1 from each of its laminate sales in
the country to help the blind and visually impaired
community reclaim their vision. 								n

sourcinghardware.net
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#ConversationsWithDeepak
BPHI leaders discuss strategies around growth,
marketing, skill development, business models and
more, with SH managing editor Deepak Gupta
Nikita Bansal: How CenturyPly
is transforming the panel
industry.

Dinesh Sharma: What Zero
means at ZeroB.

Venkat Subramanian: SaintGobain Gyproc India’s postCovid business landscape.

Ar Shamit Manchanda: Reimagining the Indian healthcare
infrastructure space.

sourcinghardware.net
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There can be no
Sustainability without
Dharma
Prakash Lohia, managing director
of Merino Industries, says that the
success of leadership is measured
by fulfilment of the mission and
purpose of the organisation.
Enlightened leaders nourish
their organisations with culture.
Collectives which have a rich culture
ensure the emergence of next
leaders and their own sustenance.

LEADERSHIP

T

his and more
he shares while
talking about
‘building an
ethical organisation’, in his
conversation with Sourcing
Hardware’s managing
editor Deepak Gupta.
Lohia was accorded the
India Kitchen Congress
Lifetime Achievement
Award 2020 this year.
How do we build an
ethical lifestyle and an
ethical organisation? How
important are ethics and
values for sustainability?
There is a word related to
ethics and values in our
Indian history – dharma.
Dharma comes from the
Sanskrit root dhri, which
means to support or to
sustain. So, without the
following dharma, there
can be no sustainability.
According to the
sourcinghardware.net

Upanishads, “Somebody
who protects Dharma is
protected by dharma, and
somebody who destroys
dharma is destroyed by
dharma.” Whether it is a
personal life, professional
life, family life or social life,
if we do not have dharma
then we will have to face
the consequences.
My mantra and
the message of my
organisation is that
economy, excellence and
ethics go hand in hand.
Without values, you won’t
have an anchor. People
will always have desires,
and to fulfil those desires
they require resources. In
the end, we are here to
create as well as spend
resources, but the entire
thing should be within the
system of dharma.
What role do values and
DECEMBER 2020 |
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The most important attribute of leadership is working within
the framework of Dharma. This is exemplified by Swami
Vivekananda. A conduct based on values ensures the
sustainability of organisations over the long term.
ethics play in the longevity
of leaders? Can they
ensure the sustainability of
the organisation?
I believe that the values
and ethics of a leader are
sourcinghardware.net

manifested in three things
– transparency, sense of
justice and competency.
If you are in a leadership
position then you have
to be competent, have
DECEMBER 2020 |
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transparency and have
a good sense of justice.
One of the responsibilities
of leadership is to ensure
sustenance. The work
of the leader in an
organisation is to see that
there is the sustenance
of the people. Whether
leaders are born with
these qualities or they
inculcate them through
experience, depends
on a different school of
thoughts. But I think it’s
a mix. Some people are
fortunate enough to have
it in them, and there are
others who make a lot
of effort to acquire these
qualities and implement
them with conviction.
It is said that one gets a
leader one deserves, and
society gets a leader the
society deserves. Good
leadership cannot drop
from the sky, leaders have
to emerge. The society,
sourcinghardware.net

organisation and any
collective entity should
have the potentiality
to give rise to leaders
or encourage good
leadership to evolve. So,
all of us need to contribute
towards the building of
national character and
national culture, because
these are important
aspects which give rise to
good leaders.
How do you encourage
your team members
when they do something
commendable? How do
you articulate your values
to them?
I have always said that it
is better to walk the talk.
During this time of the
pandemic, we requested
all our people to forgo
a part of their salaries,
whereas the leaders gave
up the highest.
The way the leader acts,
DECEMBER 2020 |
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“Financial prosperity follows if we are not led by greed”
others follow, and in India,
it is very important to walk
the talk. We won the Kargil
war because our young
officers led from the front.
In our organisation too we
try to lead from the front.
This is what works in India,
and this is also in line with
sourcinghardware.net

our ethos and our culture.
At Merino we have a flat
organisation structure;
we don’t have a very rigid
hierarchy and thus we are
constantly in touch with
each other. According to
my experience, sometimes
things are spoken less
DECEMBER 2020 |
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make better sense, and
sincerity behind an act
is more important than
the spoken word. So, it is
better to have restraint
on your communication
and mean more than
you say. This had been a
tradition in our family and
our organisation. That’s
why you will find that we
are the least advertised
company. But we have
never suffered because of
that, as our stakeholders
are everywhere and we
have formed a very good
contributory relationship
with them.
How should we measure
the success of leadership?
Should it be in terms of
revenues achieved or
market share acquired,
or should it be defined by
some other matrix?
My personal opinion is
that every individual and
sourcinghardware.net

organisation should have
its well-articulated and
thought out mission and
vision. Leadership should
be measured by how
successful that leader is
in achieving the mission
and vision. The other
parameters of economic
prosperity are part of
the strategy, but they do
not lead the strategy.
A leader is led by the
fulfilment of the mission
and the purpose of the
organisation. If he takes
care of this and keeps the
organisation economically
sound, then the strategies
will take care of those
parameters. So, a leader
or a CEO cannot have a
narrow vision.
How do you see growth
at Merino? What are your
other measurements of
growth?
At Merino we don’t
DECEMBER 2020 |
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Live: One gets a leader one deserves and society gets a
leader a society deserves
measure growth just in
financial terms; rather we
have our parameters for
every area so that there is
overall growth. We have
started a program called
Nirmal, which is based
on the four elements –
earth, fire, water and air.
According to it, we would
like Merino to pollute
the least among all the
organisations.
sourcinghardware.net

For example, Canada
has more than 5,000 trees
per capita, Germany has
more than 1,500 trees per
capita, and even China
has at least 1,000 trees.
India has only 28 trees
per capita. At Merino,
we have decided that
since we have around
4,000 people working at
our organisation, we will
ensure that we have at
DECEMBER 2020 |
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least 400,000 plants at
all our establishments.
It means that we would
have around 100 plants
per head. I see this as
a form of growth. My
conviction is that financial
prosperity follows if we
are not led by greed; the
problem arises only when
we are led by greed.

“

INDEBTEDNESS IS
A GOOD QUALITY,
A PERPETUAL
SENSE OF
INDEBTEDNESS
AND HUMILITY
SAVES AND
INVITES GOOD
QUALITIES IN A
PERSON

“

How would you define the
culture of an organisation?
Culture is not natural,
the word itself means
sourcinghardware.net

that it has to be cultured,
it has to be practised.
Culture lays down a
path for others to follow;
it is like a baton which
has to be passed on.
Through culture, you
learn to imbibe the
lessons, experiences
and the wisdom of your
forefathers. Culture also
gives continuity and brings
efficiency. No organisation
can function and no
organised work can be
done without having a
culture in place.
In an organisation,
it is for enlightened
management to decide
what kind of culture is
to be cultured. And the
degree of enlightenment
depends on what type of
culture the management
adopts – a daivik culture
or an asurik culture. Asurik
refers to a culture that
is based on the asuras
DECEMBER 2020 |
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way of life – borrow, eat,
drink, be merry. So, it is
the responsibility of the
leaders to determine what
culture they would like
to bring to nourish their
organisation. That’s why
it is said that culture flows
from the top because
through the culture you
set examples for others to
follow.
You have said that at
Merino you follow the
Western work culture
combined with Indian
ethos. What does that
mean?
This is reflected in Merino’s
motto – economy,
excellence and ethics.
Ethics is our Indian ethos
and it is based on our
Indian values and culture
and about the way we
look at life. But then again,
you have to follow the
universal view of ‘never
sourcinghardware.net

try to reinvent the wheel’.
If we see the history of
Europe, from the age
of enlightenment to the
industrial revolution, we
see a rich history with
the technological work
culture. It is a smart thing
to adopt that work culture
from them, and that’s
what we did and mean by
western work culture. We
would like to synergise the
western work culture with
Indian ethos so that there
is no contradiction.
Talking about Merino’s
ethics and work culture,
I feel that I am just a
link who is carrying the
values, ethics and qualities
shared by my elders and
forefathers. I am just
trying to articulate it in
today’s situation. This is
the inheritance of Merino
and I am proud of it. 		 n
Read the full interview here
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We are the Masters of Bharat

Asian Granito Ltd’s executive director Prafulla
Gattani explains how the company has built a
dominant position in Bharat and why it is emerging
unscathed despite the Covid attack.

CERAMICS

S

tate of Industry
The brunt of the
pandemic has
been felt largely in
the 6-7 metro cities and
the rest of the country
has not been as severely
impacted. While the
labour force had migrated
from the large cities, it
was abundantly available
in the villages, rural
and semi-urban areas.
Therefore the pace of
construction had not been
affected in these markets,
particularly in the popular
budget housing segment.
And this trend has helped
the ceramic industry.
Today, 60% of market
demand is coming from
the renovation and 40%
from new construction.
We are the masters of
Bharat. The real Bharat
lies in the non metros, and
right from the beginning
sourcinghardware.net

our focus has been on the
non-metro markets.
Some of the top players
of the ceramic industry,
especially those from
North India, have been
badly impacted by
Covid-19. But we were
the first in India to resume
operations at all our nine
plants at around 90%
capacity.
Transformation
On the digitalisation
front, earlier our channel
partners, architects and
contractors expected us to
meet them physically and
supply them with samples.
But post-Covid they are
showing a preference for
digital communication.
Accordingly our sales and
marketing teams have
swiftly shifted to the new
mode. All the popular
meeting platforms
DECEMBER 2020 |
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Sales and distribution teams must innovate at every level in
order to dominate the market in this technology-driven era
are being utilised.
We have streamlined
our communication
processes, right down
to management of
catalogue and sample
distribution and their
logistics. I have been in
sourcinghardware.net

this industry since 1994
and have seen technology
change time and time
again. In 1994 we used
to manufacture 6x8, 6x12
and 12x12 inch tiles, but
by 1997 we took a huge
leap and started making
DECEMBER 2020 |
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400x400 tiles. Today, we
manufacture 6x12 feet
tiles. So, upgradation of
technology is a major
factor here. In the 90s
I had been a strong votary
of acquisition of stateof-the-art technology,
when India was known as
the dumping ground for
old equipment. At AGL we
pioneered the use of new
machinery that had better
electronic and mechanical
parts, and that contributed
significantly to the
transformation of the
Indian ceramic industry.
Channel
Recently we have
Also Read

How Asian Granito Will
Become a Complete
Bathroom Solutions
Brand

sourcinghardware.net

launched a campaign
to increase our touch
points across the regions.
Under this campaign we
are motivating the youth
to get involved with our
distribution channel.
We are selecting them
through interviews and
connecting them with our
marketing team. Wherever
we have a presence,
they are also linked to
our dealers. We provide
them digital support with
e-catalogues and other
sales material, and enable
them to market and sell
our products in their areas.
Through this programme
we aim to bring livelihood
to large numbers of the
population.
The loyalty of dealers
has always been a big
challenge for the ceramic
industry. Service and
trade margins are most
important for them. Also
DECEMBER 2020 |
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Live: We pioneered the shift to digital printing in India, and
now it is the new normal, Gattani says
important is the kind of
product basket that you
provide them with. Asian
Granito has one of the
largest product baskets in
the country; we provide
everything from tiles to
bath products, to quartz to
sanitaryware. One of the
reasons why our dealers
are very satisfied with us
is that they get all these
sourcinghardware.net

products from one brand.
No wonder most of our
dealers have remained
associated with us for as
long as 10-15 years.
Marketing
Almost 60% of our sales
come from projects and
40% from retail, which
is the exact opposite of
the industry trend where
DECEMBER 2020 |
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majority of sales come
from retail. Starting
in 2019, we too have
started shifting focus
from institutional to retail
sales. And during the
current crisis this shift has
helped us maintain our
momentum in upcountry
markets. In fact last year
turned out to be good for
us, and even in the current
year we are anticipating
growth of around 9-10%,
which I believe would be
4% above the industry
average.
This fiscal we are
expecting bath ware to
bring in about `20 crore,
and quartz products `100
Also Read

Asian Granito Launches
AGL Export House in
Gujarat

crore. Overall we expect to
clock combined revenues
of `1,300 crore.
Global Opportunities
At AGL we are
strengthening our
international marketing
team. We are one of
the largest listed export
companies in our sector.
From 2019 onwards we
have focused a lot on
increasing our teams for
international markets. In
the previous financial year
we exported tiles worth
`150 crore, but this year
our target is more than
`300 crore. The launch of
our 15,000 sft showroom
at Morbi, where we have
showcased more than 600
products, is another step
for building up our export
infrastructure. 				 n
Read the full interview here

sourcinghardware.net
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‘Put Yourself in the Shoes of Your
Channel Partners’
Pinaki Nandy, chief sales officer at tiles major Orient Bell
Ltd, has traversed FMCG, telecom, and building materials
industries in a career spanning 24 years. For Sourcing
Hardware’s #SalesLeadershipSeries, he offers insights
on how organisations should manage sales teams and
channel partners in the digital era.
By Mrinmoy Bhattacharjee

Y

ou have worked
in the FMCG,
telecom and
building materials
industries. What are
the distinguishable
and overlapping sales
techniques in these
sectors?
I think that the basic tenants
of sales remain the same. A
salesperson’s core objective
is to deliver profitable and
sustainable sales growth
by driving the breadth and

sourcinghardware.net
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“We made sure that the parameters and goals for the team
were tangible in nature, leaving no scope for subjectivity”
depth of sales. He may
achieve these objectives
by different means that
vary from organisation to
organisation. Let me give
my example: I have worked
in the FMCG sector for nine
years, where I burnt my
fingers to learn the hard
way of distribution. The
sector essentially requires
sourcinghardware.net

increasing the width and
breadth of distribution
but does not teach a
salesperson how to sell. A
salesperson’s job ends after
distributing products to as
many places as possible to
make his products visible
to consumers. After this
process, off-takes are taken
care of by the marketing
DECEMBER 2020 |
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team. When I moved to the
telecom sector, I found that
off-takes are not taken care
of to the extent of an FMCG
marketing team, but depend
on a telecom salesperson’s
ability to manage the
influencers or intermediaries,
who can speak on his behalf
to consumers. In the telecom
sector, I had to learn how to
take channel partners into
my confidence to ensure
they lay their hands on my
products for promoting to
consumers.
When I switched to the
building materials sector, I
realised that intermediaries
play a crucial role in offAlso Read

Marketers need to
Facilitate Customer
Journey from Functional
to the Emotional Plane:
Anirban Mukhuti

sourcinghardware.net

takes of products; it is not
that advertising campaigns
would start moving products
off the shelf. The sector
presented more challenges
to me, as its intermediaries
are just retailers but also
contractors who exert
influence on the decisionmaking of architects and
government department
machinery. So, there is a
multi level of influencer
management.
At Orient Bell, you are
not only dealing with
channel partners but
also influencers such as
architects. What amazes
you in this function?
Well, architects are a
different set of people;
you cannot manage
them in the same way as
retailers and contractors.
I have noticed that many
salespersons make
mistakes by stressing
DECEMBER 2020 |
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VIDEO: Many companies are now talking of salesforce
automation, We have already done it, Pinaki Nandy says
on their offerings
rather understanding
requirements of architects.
I think that it is important
to gain an understanding
of the requirements of
architects and then try
to create a roadmap
towards delivering
products, thereby getting
your products more
and more endorsed
sourcinghardware.net

by them. In my earlier
organisation at AkzoNobel,
I had applied this
understanding in building
the business from scratch
to a certain level — and I
am doing this here. I feel
that many organisations
try to preach design and
aesthetics to architects.
I think that architects
have mastered these
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aspects and do not
appreciate such pitches. A
salesperson should focus
on informing about the
value proposition of his
products; he should help
architects in selecting the
right tile that go well with
the interior design they

“

IT IS IMPORTANT
TO GAIN AN
UNDERSTANDING
OF THE
REQUIREMENTS
OF ARCHITECTS
AND THEN TRY
TO CREATE
A ROADMAP
TOWARDS
DELIVERING
PRODUCTS,
THEREBY GETTING
YOUR PRODUCTS
MORE AND MORE
ENDORSED BY
THEM

“

sourcinghardware.net

conceive. This is the area
where Orient Bell has
focused on since the last
eight months.
In your tenure of over two
years at Orient Bell, how
have you driven excellence
in sales?
In the first year of my
tenure at Orient Bell, we
defined the parameters
on which our sales teams
would be appraised.
We made sure that the
parameters and goals
were tangible in nature,
leaving no scope for
subjectivity; we made
clear the expectations
around delivery. We
eventually started building
on these set of goals
and later publishing the
status reports to gain an
understanding of where
teams stood. So, it was
about bringing some
method to the madness.
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Besides, we wanted to win
markets, so we looked at
convenient transportation
means to be able to
swiftly reach locations
spread across a diverse
geography.
The company is digitalising
various aspects of
operations. How are you
doing it for the sales
department?
Let me say that all credit
goes to our organisation.
I have worked with
many companies across
industries, but I have not
Also Read

Marketing Leadership:
Brand Empathy is the
Most Valuable Asset
a CMO Can Create in
Unprecedented Times,
Fenesta Mktg Head
Susmita Nag
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seen them as digitalised
as Orient Bell. We might
not be the largest of
organisations but are
quite evolved. This is due
to the steps taken by
our managing director
Madhur Daga, who has
a software background
and understands the
importance of speeding
up digitalisation in the
organisation to attain the
next level of growth. We
have imbibed his vision for
desirable outcomes.
A lot of companies are
only now talking about
salesforce automation.
Orient Bell got into the
automation around
four years ago. We are
presently upgrading the
process for the next level
of usage. The technology
helps me to log in to my
laptop and see where
my sales team is? What
expenses are they
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incurring for travelling and
the distance covered? The
idea is not to police but
to gain clarity and help
manage their journey
plans, and to observe
emerging patterns that
may impact the business.
We had launched
Darpan a year ago.
The tool enables our
salespersons to check
in real-time on their
mobile phones about
sales achievements and
order collection status.
They do not waste time
in scrambling people
or checking in to their
laptops, or calling up
people to get data and
status reports.
Also Read

Distribution: King Pin of
Marketing Mix

sourcinghardware.net

We have also automated
our order process; all
orders are punched in by
salespersons in an app,
enabling us to know the
order to delivery time.
Besides, we have a robust
channel partner app,
where retailers would get
everything they require
from the organisation.
There is scope for
improvement in the app
and we working towards
rolling out its 2.0 version
by the end of the year. We
have also come up with
marketing app tools such
as Quick Look that enables
our teams to figure out
the right tile to show to
consumers and customers.
Channel partners are
regarded as the backbone
of organisations in your
industry. How challenging
is it to retain and motivate
these partners?
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Unlike other industries,
a channel partner of
building materials industry
has to make major capital
investment and requires
space in warehouses and
showrooms; not everyone
can walk into this trade.
The consumers know
very little about tiles; they
would consider ceramic
and vitrified tiles without
even understanding
the difference between
them. The trust is on the
brand, but more on the
channel partner from
whom a consumer buys
tiles. So, channel partners
are ambassadors of the
brand.
It is important to have
the right set of channel
partners in your fold. I
think that the best way
to manage a channel
partner is to be in his
shoes to know about his
business requirements.
sourcinghardware.net

I believe that there are
three major factors. First,
profitability in terms of
absolute margins and
ROI that a channel
partner makes. Second,
the product - technology
is not very different from
one company to other,
but pitching to him with
designs that cater to the
taste of his universe of
consumers. Third, service;
they look forward to what
we call OTIF or On-Time
in Full; so whenever I need
inventory I get it on time;
whatever stock I need, I
get that in full. Channel
partners also expect
accounting transparency,
and in case of complaints
from customers, the
company should take
complete ownership and
resolve the issue on their
behalf. 				 n
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Prof Sood Examines Lockdown Decision,
Economic Management from ‘Complex
Choices’ Perspective
The emerging discipline of Complex Choices explores
the rationale behind defining purposes, generating ideas,
and dissecting decisions, thereby increasing probability
of success in personal life, organisations or public policy.
Prof Anil K Sood, founder at the Institute for Advanced
Studies in Complex Choices (IASCC), explains the
applications of this intriguing subject, and discusses the
government’s enforcement of lockdown and economic
management as well as US-China trade war from the
prism of Complex Choices.
By Mrinmoy Bhattacharjee

H

ow critical is the
study of Complex
Choices? What
role does it play in
public policy-making?
The key to growth is
investment and consumption
decisions we make. The
investment decisions of
individuals are linked to
sourcinghardware.net

the investment decisions of
corporates, which in turn,
are connected to investment
decisions of individuals
and the government. This
is how complexities build
into our choices, as a high
degree of interdependence
exists among them.
These complexities and
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“We should look at pre and post-Covid periods simultaneously
to assess if we are making sensible and sensitive choices.”
interdependence call for
studying the decisions
outside of the discipline of
economics, finance, and
public policy.
For example, my decision
to buy a car will rely on
the availability of quality
public transportation;
my need for buying a
car declines if reliable
public transportation is
available. If the government
sourcinghardware.net

chooses to invest on public
transportation ahead of
demand, then private
investment which would go
in to two-wheelers or cars
can be redirected to other
areas such as education
and healthcare which help
raise the standard of living.
Various studies point out that
it is cheaper to have public
transport from the longterm economic perspective.
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So, it makes sense to invest
in public transport and not
encourage people to spend
monies on private vehicles.
But, if we want to
generate employment, the
automobile comes across
as an employment-intensive
industry that does not take
much time to set up an
assembly unit, compared to
other industries. Therefore,
you would need to
encourage investment in
private transport. So, how
do you make this trade-off?
We study these decisions
and make the choice which
is socially and economically
useful from a long-term
perspective.
How does the Complex
Choices discipline benefit
the corporate sector?
While working with
the corporate sector,
we often significantly
focus on productivity
sourcinghardware.net

as well as bringing
value for customers.
We try to find out how
an organisation can
improve productivity by
improving its effectiveness
of expenditure. In my
observations, most
organisations struggle
with managing
effectiveness, which
means how their spending
at a given point of time
will benefit customers; we
evaluate if the expenditure
incurred is necessary.
Such enquiry helps in
increasing the ability of an
organisation to deliver the
needs of customers at the
right price. If customers
do not see value, they
will not pay the required
price. This situation
compels companies to
consider discounting
and get involved in price
competition, which leads
to a downward spiral.
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How do you assess the
government’s economic
management for these
unprecedented times?
Our country’s economic
management has been
relatively poor prior to
the pandemic. Covid has
only made it worse. We
were struggling to grow
for at least last three
years. Once we shut down
our economy without
prior notice of at least
a week, we had come
to a situation where our
economy collapsed in
the first quarter with GDP
declining by over 23%.
We should look at pre
and post-Covid periods
simultaneously to be
able to assess if we are
making sensible and
sensitive choices. In
governance, you must also
be sensitive to the plight
of the people who are
going to be left helpless.
sourcinghardware.net

When you enforce a policy
instrument like lockdown,
it is not only rationale
that matters but also
wisdom in combination
with sensitiveness. We saw
migrant labourers and
millions of people trying
to manage on their own.
It was not the wisest thing
to do from the socialeconomic perspective.
If we enforce such
lockdowns, we have to
make sure that we provide
healthcare to those who
are stranded and had
lost employment without
enough savings.
Why do you think that India
has not been growing for
the last three years? What
are the perennial problems
stalling growth?
If we look at our long-term
trajectory, we do not have
concerns. It is growing
for the last 30 years. If we
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look at the last three years,
we are marginally down
to 7% from 7-8%; it is a
marginal change from the
long-term perspective. In
per capita growth rate, the
story is not too bad either
as the growth rate has
been increasing from 2012
onwards; our growth rate
went up 6.8% and down by
one percentage. This is not
a bad number, because
overall universally it is 5%plus.
If I see the period of
GST implementation,
our growth rate has
only been declining.
Private consumption has
been declining; capital
investment has more
or less collapsed. Our
capital investment has
decreased from 30-40% of
GDP to 32%. So, two of our
biggest drivers of growth
have collapsed. While
government investment
sourcinghardware.net

is reasonably steady, it is
unable to compensate for
the decline.
Our households are not
in a position to spend as
real earnings have not
been growing for the
last three years, salary
increases have not been
the same, and profitability
for corporates has not
been the same.
Moreover, our economy
was not expecting
demand to grow in the
marketplace and that
led to a decline in capital
investment. In the preCovid period, we did not
have any large engines
of growth. Post-Covid,
the government has to
spend significantly without
worrying about fiscal
deficit and credit ratings.
We have a population
of around 1.4 billion,
wherein people are
hardworking people
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VIDEO: Unless India can catch up with China in the next
5-10 years, they will continue to dominate the manufacturing
supply chain, Prof Sood says
and want a better life for
their children. They will
continue to be productive.
One way to create
productive work is through
government investments
in the absence of private
investments. We should
take advantage of our
young population. If
growth comes back,
sourcinghardware.net

there will be no problem
in revenue generation. If
a businessman does not
make a profit, he will not
pay taxes. So, the only
people who will pay taxes
will be individuals. 		 n

Read the full interview here
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Indian Hotel Industry – A
Post-Pandemic Snapshot
Five trends to watch
MANDEEP LAMBA

S

Saying that
Covid-19 has had
an unprecedented
impact on the hotels
sector in India is putting
it mildly. We anticipate
the overall Indian
hospitality sector (including
organised, unorganised
and semi-organised
operators) to incur an
estimated total revenue
loss of approximately
Rs 90,000 crore in 2020.
The occupancy and
average daily rate (ADR)
are expected to reach
pre-Covid levels by 2022
sourcinghardware.net

and 2023 respectively assuming that a vaccine is
in place by early 2021 and
becomes widely available
before the end of the year
Domestic Travel – A
Shelter in the Storm
The hospitality sector is
now seeing a degree of
uneven recovery after
the prolonged lockdown.
The main driver behind
this partial recovery is the
domestic leisure traveller,
seeking to shake off the
cobwebs and cabin fever
of several months of
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lockdown and work-fromhome routine. At HVS, we
anticipate leisure travel to
motorable destinations to
show a steady increase
going forward.
The outbound Indian
luxury traveller will
also be on the look-out
for exclusive domestic
vacations as uncertainties
about international travel
continue to loom large.
To tap this demand,
most domestic hotels
have curated special
Staycation, ‘work-fromhotel’ and F&B packages,
which have sparked
some recovery in the
sector. However, there
has been no relief for the
commercial segment of
hotels, which continues
to witness recordlow occupancy in the
absence of any significant
commercial travel.
Overall, hotel occupancy
sourcinghardware.net

in India has improved
from approximately 10% in
April 2020 to almost 26% in
September 2020.
The Revamped Hospitality
Landscape
On the back of the
Covid-19 pandemic’s
unique exigencies,
guest perceptions and
preferences have evolved
rapidly, and hotels
have been quick to fall
in line. The accent is
now squarely on safety,
hygiene and social
distancing – not only for
the safety of guests but
also for hotel employees
Apart from the
mandatory sanitisation
protocols, many hotel
chains are also investing in
new cleaning technologies
such as electrostatic
disinfection misters
and ultraviolet light
interventions. Overall, we
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are witnessing a gradual
return of trust, helped
along by guests’ stay-athome weariness
While domestic leisure
travel is picking up,
corporate demand is
still subdued and will
remain constrained at
least for the short term
due to companies’ costcutting measures. Most
corporates are now using
virtual meetings, events
and webinars to connect
with their stakeholders.
These are acceptable
alternatives for now, but
business imperatives
requiring in-person
interactions cannot be
shelved indefinitely. For
this reason, we expect
business travel to pick up
significantly once viable
Covid-19 vaccines have
been deployed.
5 Future Trends to Watch:
sourcinghardware.net

1. Increased focus on
ancillary revenues: The
current crisis has forced
the hospitality sector to
come up with innovative
ways to utilise their
assets to stay afloat,
thereby opening newer
revenue streams. From
food delivery, laundry,
housekeeping, and
facility management to
warehousing and more,
hotels will be reimagining
‘hospitality’ by extending
their services to customers
in the comfort of their
offices and homes.
2. Mixed-use developments:
This will become the most
sustainable model for
hotels going forward as
they leverage the best
of each asset class while
hedging the risks for
investors and enhancing
the overall guest
experience. Such projects
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provide better returns to
investors by maximising
land-use efficiency,
utilising FSI optimally
and lowering capital
costs, thus, improving
the viability of the hotel
project.
3. Branded supply will
increase: Most hotel
brands are implementing
standardised hygiene and
overall safety protocols
across their properties to
win over future travellers.
As a result, independent
and boutique hotels
are likely to join brands
to leverage their guest
confidence and trust in the
Covid-19 era.
4. Repurposing as coworking
and boutique office spaces:
Hotels already have all
the required facilities
and infrastructure
professionals need to
sourcinghardware.net

conduct their businesses.
They can, therefore,
repurpose certain areas
for boutique corporate
offices. They can also
lease out to or partner
with coworking operators
to develop special
packages for professionals
looking for ‘office’ spaces
near their homes.
5. Facility management for
corporate offices: Hotel
companies may seriously
consider venturing into
end-to-end facility
management of boutique
and corporate offices,
providing the complete
gamut of services such as
front office management,
housekeeping, etc. 		 n
Read the full article here
The author is president - South
Asia at HVS Anarock. Views are
his own.
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Tally Unveils TallyPrime Software
Software major Tally
Solutions has launched
the TallyPrime, which the
company described as
“next-generation” business
management software. The
TallyPrime will equip MSMEs
and new-age entrepreneurs
with “ultra-simple” and
“powerful” software to
“enhance” their business productivity.
“For over 3 decades, we have innovated and
created simple and powerful solutions that millions
of business owners, professionals, and accountants
have used to transform how they run their businesses.
With TallyPrime, we hope to further simplify business
operations for our existing customers and reach out to
millions more in the days to come,” Tejas Goenka, MD,
Tally Solutions has said. “The pandemic has not been
easy to deal with, especially for the MSME sector, but
we are seeing many businesses optimistic about the
future, and are continuously working to support them
with newer generation technologies to help them run
their businesses better,”
Tally, according to the company, is also investing
“heavily” in bringing anytime anywhere access
solutions for customers that are inherently “secure and
private”.
sourcinghardware.net
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C3.ai, Microsoft, Adobe Join Hands to
Launch CRM with AI
C3.ai, Microsoft Corp, and
Adobe Inc have launched
the C3 AI CRM powered
by Microsoft Dynamics
365. The first enterpriseclass, AI-first customer
relationship management
solution is purpose-built for
industries, integrates with
Adobe Experience Cloud,
and drives customer-facing operations with predictive
business insights.
“Microsoft, Adobe, and C3.ai are reinventing a
market that Siebel Systems invented more than 25
years ago,” Thomas M Siebel, CEO, C3.ai has said.
“The dynamics of the market and the mandates of
digital transformation have dramatically changed CRM
market requirements. A general-purpose CRM system
of record is no longer sufficient. Customers today
demand industry-specific, fully AI-enabled solutions
that provide AI-enabled revenue forecasting, product
forecasting, customer churn, next-best product, nextbest offer, and predisposition to buy.” The companies
are initially targeting industry vertical markets,
including financial services, oil and gas, utilities,
manufacturing, telecommunications, public sector,
healthcare, defence, automotive, and aerospace.
sourcinghardware.net
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WhatsApp Payment Service Goes
Live in India
Facebook-owned WhatsApp
has rolled out its payments
services in the country
after receiving a nod from
the National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI).
In 2018, the company had
started testing its UPI-based
payments service in India,
which allows users to utilise
the messaging platform to send and receive money.
The testing was limited to about a million users as
it waited for regulatory approvals to come in, PTI
reports.
NPCI, which runs the Unified Payments Interface
(UPI) used for real-time payments between peers or
at merchants’ end while making purchases, allowed
WhatsApp to start its payments service in the country
in a graded manner, starting with a maximum
registered user base of 20 million in UPI.
“…people across India will be able to send money
through WhatsApp. This secure payments experience
makes transferring money just as easy as sending a
message. People can safely send money to a family
member or share the cost of goods from a distance
without having to exchange cash in person or going to
a local bank,” WhatsApp said in a blog post.
sourcinghardware.net
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Payments on Google Pay Web App will cease to Exist
in Early 2021
Google Pay is set to kill
the peer-to-peer payments
facility on its web app in
January and is going to
add a fee for instant money
transfers, IANS reports.
It offered the ability to
manage payments as well
as send money from both
a mobile app or from pay.

google.com.
Now, Google has released a notice on the web app
that notifies users that the site will no longer work from
January next year. “Starting early in 2021, you won’t
be able to use pay.google.com to send and receive
money from other people. To send and receive money,
use the new Google Pay app,” the company informed.
“While you can still manage payment methods on the
web app, peer-to-peer payments will cease to exist.”
Google also clarified on a support page that the
original Google Pay app will stop working in January,
reports 9to5Google. Google Pay will also add a fee on
instant money transfers. “It can take 1-3 business days
when you transfer money to your bank account. Debit
card transfers are usually instant. There is a fee of 1.5%
or $.31 (whichever is higher) when you transfer out
money with a debit card.” 										n
sourcinghardware.net
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FFSC to Organise a Plethora of Online
Training Programmes
Furniture and Fittings Skill Council (FFSC) has restarted
its training programmes adhering to the government
guidelines.

S

ankalp Project:
FFSC will certify
people employed
directly or indirectly
on a full-time or job work
basis by Gram Panchayat
for their prior learning
experience under the RPL
programme in Varanasi and
Chandauli. The certified
candidates will get all the
benefits under RPL, besides
upskilling training. FFSC has
trained 263 candidates at
Sewapauri in Varanasi and
Niamtabad in Chandauli. It
will also train an additional
1000 candidates for a
42-hours RPL Bridge
programme in these places.
sourcinghardware.net

ToT / ToA Sessions:
FFSC has started the
Training of the Trainers
(ToT) and Training of the
Assessors (ToA) sessions
online, where the master
trainer offers the domain
and platform training
components through video
conferencing. The practical
sessions are demonstrated
by the participating trainers
online at their nearest
woodworking workshop.
It has organised two ToT
sessions for the lead and
assistant carpenter job roles
from October 5-14 and
November 2-11, and a ToA
from November 23-29.
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NSKFDC Workshops:
National Safai Karmacharis
and Finance Development
Corporation (NSKFDC) under
the Ministry of Social Justice
and Empowerment (MoSJE)
have organised a half-day
workshop on prevention
of hazardous cleaning of
sewers and septic tanks
in various municipalities
through FFSC in 2020-21.
The programme aims to
spread awareness among
sourcinghardware.net

officers, engineers, sanitary
inspectors, contractors, the
Safai Karmacharis about
the elimination of manual
scavenging and the safety
of the workers engaged
in the cleaning of septic
tanks and sewers to be
able to prevent the death
of such workers while
performing the job. FFSC
will additionally organise 60
such workshops in different
states. 			 n
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Skill Ministry Urges States to Implement
13 New-Age Courses
In a bid to keep pace
with the changing digital
technologies towards
building ‘Atmanirbhar
Bharat’, the Ministry of
Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship (MSDE)
has urged the states to
further expand the new
age courses across their

respective training centres.
Directorate General of Training (DGT), the apex
organisation of MSDE for development and coordination of the vocational training across the country,
will be providing all possible technical support to
the states for the formulation of new proposals and
training of instructors/trainers for such new-age
courses. In this regard, DGT has already introduced
13 National Skills Qualification Framework (NSQF)
compliant New-Age courses that include Data Analysts
and Scientists, Technician Mechatronics, Cloud
Computing, Process Automation Experts, Blockchain
Specialists, Software and Applications Developers,
Geoinformatics Assistant, AI and Machine Learning
Specialists, Big Data Specialists, Information Security
Analysts, Robotics Engineers, and Ecommerce and
Social Media Specialists. 									n
sourcinghardware.net
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India-EU Partnership Vital for Globalisation
India and the European
Union can influence
the creation of fairer
globalisation and more
effective multilateralism,
External Affairs Minister
S Jaishankar has said
asserting that their ability
to work together can help
shape global outcomes,

PTI reports.
In his remarks at the India-EU strategy group
webinar, Jaishankar said that for an India that
is focused today on deep reform and profound
transformation, Europe is a natural partner when
it comes to resources, technology or best practices.
“On their part, the Europeans need to appreciate
the scale of this change and the opportunities that
emerge from it -- whether it is access to electricity or
drinking water, financial inclusion or low-cost housing,
we are talking of hundreds of millions being directly
impacted in a short time frame,” he said. The new
demands that these processes generate contribute to
the emergence of an additional engine of growth for
the world economy, he said. “My focus today is on the
larger relevance of the India-EU partnership for the
world. We are each political and economic poles in an
increasingly multi-polar world.”
sourcinghardware.net
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Economy is Seen Recovering Faster than
Expected: Oxford Economics
The Indian economy is
seen recovering faster
than expected and the
Reserve Bank (RBI) is
likely to have come to an
end of the rate easing
cycle, PTI reports quoting
the global forecasting
firm Oxford Economics.
The firm further said that
inflation is expected to average significantly above 6%
in the fourth quarter of the current fiscal and the RBI
may hold policy rates in December monetary policy
review meeting.
“Consumer inflation rose back to pre-virus highs in
October, with almost every broad category other than
fuel experiencing a rise in prices. While Q4 is likely
to mark the peak for inflation, we have turned more
cautious on the trajectory over 2021,” it said.
Costlier vegetables and eggs pushed up retail
inflation to a nearly six-and-a-half-year high of
7.6% in October, keeping it significantly above the
comfort zone of RBI. Retail inflation stood at 7.27% in
September 2020. “At the same time, robust bottomup activity data suggest that the economy may be
recovering faster than we anticipated.”
sourcinghardware.net
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Online GST Registration with Live Photo,
Biometrics in the Offing
Central and state tax
officials have suggested
the option of online
GST registration with
live photo and use of
biometrics to weed out
the menace of fake firms
claiming an input tax
credit, PTI reports quoting
sources.
The GST Council’s law committee, which comprises
central and state tax officials, has also suggested that
a fresh registrant must go for compulsory physical
verification and personal identification in case opting
for the non-Aadhaar authentication-based registration
process, and he or she does not have income-tax
return supported adequate financial capability.
The Finance Ministry sources, according to the
news agency, said the law committee has suggested
that new or fresh registration in GST may adopt
Aadhaar like registration process under which new
registration can be done online with live photo and
use of biometrics with due verification of documents.
Such facilities can be provided at banks, post offices
and GST Seva Kendras (GSKs) which can work on the
pattern of Passport Seva Kendras for new registration
with required checks on fake registration. 				 n
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